
Tutorial

Push grommets do not require a 
press machine or special setting 
tool for installation.

But you do need a mallet, something 
to punch your hole, and a piece of 
thick fabric to protect the surface. 

This simple tutorial explains what 
you need to know for successful 
installation.
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PUSH GROMMETS
MADE EASY

This tutorial is a collaboration 
between SimpleArtfulStuff.com 
and Ginger Jiang of Wallet Hardware
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So What are Push-Together Grommets
As the name implies these are grommets that are pushed together with force to set them on your fabric. 
Sometimes they are also referred to as Force-Fit Grommets or Snap-Together Grommets. But regardless of 
which name the seller uses, the method to set them is the similar.

In Summary – They push or snap together with some force

• Usually 2-sided, but sometimes one side can look prettier. 

• Some have spurs for added stability some do not.  (It’s always good to have the spurs.)

• One part usually has a slightly smaller hole so the neck can compress and fit into the larger-hole piece.

• Some may have one part that is slightly larger or smaller in the exterior diameter as well. It can vary.

• You set them with a mallet and some padding to protect the surface. They can also be set with  press plates 
on your press machine.

Relatively Easy To Install
Push-Together Grommets are relatively easy to install. You just need a bit of muscle to press them together.  
Even if you’ve set a push grommet before, it is always a good idea to buy 1-2 extra grommets than you need 
so you can do a test first using a simulation with your fabric.  Each brand can vary in that some are stiffer to 
set than others and the amount of force you need to set them may vary.  In addition the size of the inner hole 
you need to cut can vary, even when the stated inner hole size is the same. This is because the thickness of the 
neck rim may can vary.

Wallet Hardware’s Grommets
The 10mm grommets from Wallet Hardware are high quality. They have small spurs on both parts for extra 
grip. The neck rims are strong, and they look equally nice on both sides. I particularly like the size of them.  
They work perfectly on my Treasure Tote pattern. They also work for Swoon’s popular Bonnie Bucket bag. 

BOTTOM
Female/slightly larger hole

TOP
Male/slightly smaller hole

Wallet Hardware (10mm Grommets) - Have Spurs on both parts IT IS NOT UNUSUAL FOR ONE GROMMET PART TO BE 
SLIGHTLY LARGER (INCLUDING ON THE EXTERIOR 
DIAMETER IN SOME CASES). SO IT’S A GOOD IDEA TO 
BE CONSISTENT WHEN YOU SET THEM.
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Sizing
The stated size of the grommet typically refers to the “ID” which means the inner diameter.  The “OD” (outer 
diameter) can vary by brand, even if the stated ID is the same.  A 10mm grommet is approximately 3/8 and 
a 12mm is1/2.” 

1 3

Rawhide Mallet & Round Drive Punch
Above: TandyLeather.com

2

Shape Cutters
[Available in small kits on Amazon.com

Paper Hole Template & 
Small Sharp Scissors

Circular Punch Drives

Tandy
Leather

C.S.
Osborne
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Hole Cutting And Tool Options
How To Cut Your Hole
There are multiple ways to cut a grommet hole. From my personal experience the most accurate way is to use 
a circular punch drive (hand tool) and mallet. Punch drivers provide the greatest visibility to ensure you’ve 
properly placed your hole where it needs to be. Plus they are typically sharp and make a clean hole.  The 
other options are shape hole cutters, or using a hole cutting die on your press machine.

Tools In Summary
1. Punch Drive / Most Accurate:  You’ll need a mallet with this hand tool as well as a punching board 

underneath to protect your tool and your surface. 
2. Shape Cutter / Accurate:  This is accurate until the cutter starts to wear out. As tools they do not last 

very long over time. Some use their press machine and press plates with shape cutters. 
3. Scissors / Least Accurate: Using small sharp scissors is doable, but the least accurate. To do this first 

snip a small cross-cut in the center of your hole, then proceed to cut out the full hole.

The Size Hole You Need To Cut
The hole you cut should enable a snug fit 
without having to overly stretch or warp your 
fabric. It’s a good idea to first test a hole using 
your fabric that is the grommets stated ID. And if 
that hole is too small, work your way larger. 

In the case of the grommets from Wallet 
Hardware -- while the inner hole is 3/8” the 
thickness of the neck’s rim did not allow the 
grommet to fit into a 3/8” hole. I tested the 
grommet with a few different vinyls, and the ½” 
hole seemed to work best.
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TThhee  MMaalllleett

You will need a mallet to whack your grommets together. Some ask:  Do I really need a mallet; can’t I just use 
a metal hammer?  Yes you can use a hammer. But you run the risk of denting your grommet even with a pad 
between the hammer and the grommet. 

There are a few different types of mallets and they vary in price. But a good mallet is worth the cost if you can 
afford it.  “Rawhide” mallets are often preferred by leather crafters (especially for rivets). Poly-head mallets 
are particularly good for grommets. The surface is smooth, and they can offer greater width for striking 
grommets.  The third is a rubber-coated dead-blow mallet that you can get in a hardware store. All of them 
will work.  The heavier the mallet, the least effort and number of blows it will take. 

PPrrootteeccttiioonn  PPaadd

You need to place a pad or thick layer(s) of fabric under the bottom grommet and over the top grommet to 
protect its surface while you whack your grommet. I personally like to use vinyl with foam in between. 

Below is a simple DIY protection pad I made using vinyl, two layers of foam in the middle, and some Velcro 
to help keep it closed while striking. You can conveniently place your grommet in the middle and fold it down 
over the grommet.

Mallet
• Type: A poly-head, rawhide, or dead-blow mallet that is preferably16 ounces 

or more. The heavier the better (up to 3 pounds). Check weight before 
purchase. If the weight is not listed, it’s usually too light, and under a pound.

• Brands: Garland, Tandy, C.S. Osborne, BuckleGuy.com, Barry King

• Where to Buy:  Amazon.com or where leathercraft supplies are sold.

Raw-Hide
Mallet

Poly-Head
Mallet

Inexpensive 
dead-blow mallet
from HarborFreight.com
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Setting Tools
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Installation

IIddeennttiiffyy  PPaarrttss

Examine the two pieces of the push grommets closely to identify which has the wider inner hole 
and which has the slightly narrower one.

Usually the wider hole is the female part (which goes on the bottom) and the narrower hole 
with the deeper neck is the male part (which goes on the top). 

UUssee  AA  PPrrootteeccttiioonn  PPaadd

Ready a piece of thick material with some padding which will be used to protect the grommet 
surface from marring.  Usually a piece of folded vinyl makes a good pad. (My DIY protection 
pad featured here.)

SSttaarrtt  TThhee  GGrroommmmeett  SSaannddwwiicchh

Place one of your protection pads on the bottom.

Place the female grommet with the wider hole on the bottom with the pretty side facing down 
on the pad. This means the neck will be facing up.

PPllaaccee  YYoouurr  FFaabbrriicc  IInn  BBeettwweeeenn

Place your fabric with the pre-cut hole with the pretty side of fabric down on top of the 
grommet.  Press the fabric down in place evenly around the hole. It should be a snug fit.

Place the grommet part with the narrower ID on top part on top of your fabric with the pretty 
side facing up. Align the holes so the top almost fits into the bottom. (It won’t completely fit until 
you whack it and it compresses. But just make sure it’s laying evenly and not off to the side.)

WWhhaacckk  IItt  FFaaiirrllyy  HHaarrdd  TToo  SSeett

Fold your pad over the top. Then using a mallet, whack down hard a few times to set the 
grommet.  You can also use press-plates, but I personally find a heavy mallet is actually easier.

Inspect all the way around the sides of the grommet to check to see if its set evenly all around. 
If not, even it out.)

MALE:
NARROWER HOLE

FEMALE:
WIDER HOLE

Front/Top

Inside

1

2

3

4

5

LEGEND: ID=Inner diameter of hole, OD=outer diameter of grommet
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